


This book examines the phenomenon of war-related contents tourism 
throughout Japanese history, from conflicts described in ancient Japanese 
myth through to contemporary depictions of fantasy and futuristic 
warfare.

It tackles two crucial questions: first, how does war transition from 
being traumatic to entertaining in the public imagination and works of 
popular culture; and second, how does visitation to war-related sites 
transition from being an act of mourning or commemorative pilgrimage 
to an act of devotion or fan pilgrimage? Representing the collaboration 
of ten expert researchers of Japanese popular culture and travel, it devel-
ops a theoretical framework for understanding war-related contents tour-
ism and demonstrates the framework in practice via numerous short case 
studies across over a millennium of warfare in Japan including the tales 
of heroic deities in the Kojiki (Records of Ancient Matters, AD 712), the 
Edo poetry of Matsuo Basho, and the Pacific war through the lens of 
popular media such as the animated film Grave of the Fireflies.

This book will be of interest to researchers and students in tourism 
studies and cultural studies, as well as more general issues of war and 
peace in Japan, East Asia, and beyond.
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18 May 2019 – In front of a memorial stone, a middle-aged man clasps 
his hands in prayer and bows (Figure 0.1). It is a pose seen in Japan when 
people pause to remember and commemorate the dead. Just to his left is 
a young woman. She is dressed in the distinctive colours of Shinsengumi 
and has various Shinsengumi goods clearly visible in her bag. She holds 
up a stuffed toy and takes a picture in front of the memorial on her smart-
phone. Observing this scene is the author, who has travelled to Hakodate 
in the year of the 150th anniversary of the Battle of Hakodate (and the 
year before the COVID-19 pandemic laid savage waste to the Japanese 
tourism industry) to attend one of the city’s main tourism events, the 
Goryōkaku Festival. I quickly take this photograph because this moment 
perfectly encapsulates the phenomenon I have come to observe and the 
topic of this book: war-related contents tourism. 

The memorial stone is at the site of the Ippongi Gate, where Hijikata 
Toshizō, the feared vice-commander of Shinsengumi, is believed to 
have died during the Battle of Hakodate at the end of the Boshin War 
(1868–1869). It is a site of death in battle, and people have gathered here 
as part of a festival that keeps alive memories of the people who died 
(Chapter 10). People like the middle-aged man are commemorating, but 
not grieving. He is wearing smart casual clothes, and not formal mourn-
ing attire. Too much time has passed for anyone to feel close personal 
connections to those who died in 1869. After his act of commemoration, 
he returns to tourism/leisure mode – smiling and chatting in the warm 
spring sunshine with his companions. Meanwhile, there are a number of 
other people cosplaying as Shinsengumi members like the young woman. 
Their appearances and behaviours are characteristic of pop culture fans. 
Some have probably travelled long distances to be here. A few hours after 
taking the photo (Figure 0.1), I attended the competition to recreate 
Hijikata’s death held at Goryōkaku Tower. A number of the competitors, 
like me, had travelled around 700 kilometres from Tokyo to be here.

Preface

Philip Seaton
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Seven months later – In January 2020, I travelled to Hiroshima to 
visit the newly renovated Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum. This 
was to be my last on-site observation of war-related tourism before the 
COVID-19 pandemic struck. Hiroshima is also a site of death in war. At 
the Cenotaph in the Peace Memorial Park, again people paused, clasped 
their hands together in prayer, and bowed in memory of those who per-
ished. However, there were no cosplayers engaging in fan behaviours. 
Most people were in a similar contemplative mode to the middle-aged 
man I saw in Hakodate. But after their moment of commemoration, 
most visitors here too returned to smiling and talking to their travel com-
panions on their visit to the Peace Memorial Park.

What connects Hakodate and Hiroshima is that – and forgive the 
intentionally jarring wording – war is a lucrative tourism resource for 
both cities. The Goryōkaku Festival is one of the flagship events of 
the Hakodate tourism calendar. Goryōkaku Fort is famous as the site 
of the last battle of the Boshin War. And the famous night view from 

Figure 0.1  At the site of Hijikata Toshizō’s death. Author’s photo.
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the top of Mt Hakodate could be developed more easily for tourism 
in the postwar (the cable car opened in 1958) because in the prewar 
the Japanese military opened up access to the mountain top to position 
a gun battery there, protecting the Tsugaru Straits between southern 
Hokkaido and northern Honshu (the gun battery remains are a short 
hike from the cable car station). In Hiroshima, meanwhile, the city’s 
2019 tourism report lists the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum as 
the city’s number two attraction, with 1.53 million visitors in 2018 (the 
Marina Hop Aquarium came top with 2.1 million visitors). Hiroshima 
Castle, which was destroyed during the bombing but rebuilt in 1958, 
attracted 304,908 visitors (Hiroshima City 2019). Hiroshima city would 
have been largely non-descript as a tourism destination for international 
visitors today without the A-bomb – except as a base for day trips to the 
UNESCO World Heritage Site of Itsukushima Shrine with its famous 
floating torii.

Where Hakodate and Hiroshima differ substantially, however, is in the 
uses to which the cities’ war histories may be put as tourism resources. As 
already mentioned, in Hakodate there is a contest to reenact the death 
of Hijikata Toshizō. Could there ever be a contest to reenact the death 
of Sadako, the little girl who died of leukaemia after being exposed to 
radiation and whose story became famous because she folded a thou-
sand origami cranes in the belief it would help her to recover? Would 
people go to the Cenotaph in Hiroshima in cosplay and take selfies to 
share on social media? Is it possible to be a ‘fan of Hiroshima’ by watch-
ing dramas and playing computer games in the same manner as many 
people become ‘fans of Shinsengumi’? There are clearly major differ-
ences between the ‘narrative qualities’ (see Chapter 1) of war and death 
that history has bequeathed to the Hakodate and Hiroshima tourism 
industries. Ultimately, the aim of this book is to answer two questions: 
first, how does war transition from being traumatic to entertaining in the public 
imagination and works of popular culture; and second, how does visitation to war-
related sites transition from being an act of mourning or commemorative pilgrimage 
into an act of devotion or fan pilgrimage?

There are many factors involved. The Boshin War is two generations 
further into the past than the Second World War. One was a civil war 
and one a global conflict. The memorial in Hakodate is for one soldier 
who chose to die a samurai’s death for the cause to which he devoted 
his life. The Cenotaph in Hiroshima is for tens of thousands of civilians 
whose lives were extinguished one August morning. Not all wars are 
equal, and not all war deaths are equal. Accordingly, not all wars and 
deaths can be treated the same way within popular culture, heritage sites, 
and tourist attractions.
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Japan is a particularly interesting case study in this regard as it has two 
marked yet contrasting approaches to the commodification of war in 
popular culture and tourism. The first is evident in Hakodate. Japan has 
a proud warrior tradition developed over centuries of samurai history. 
Popular culture depicting war as swashbuckling entertainment thrives 
on this history in the numerous period dramas, films, manga, anime, and 
computer games in samurai scenarios. The second is evident in Hiroshima. 
Having experienced heavy defeat, widespread destruction, and occupa-
tion within living memory, Japanese war memories of the Asia-Pacific 
War focus on the horrors of war. Japan has constructed a postwar image 
of a peace nation, exemplified in Article 9 of the Constitution, which 
states ‘Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the 
nation and the threat or use of force as means of settling international 
disputes’. War, therefore, has a fluid position within popular Japanese 
culture. It is both idealized and vilified, a source of entertainment and a 
subject of the utmost seriousness. This makes Japan an ideal case study for 
developing a theoretical framework about the connections between war, 
popular culture entertainment, and tourism.

About this book

In Chapter 1, Seaton and Yamamura outline a theoretical framework for 
war-related tourism and present the tourism policy context in Japan. The 
remaining sections then work chronologically through Japanese history. 
Part I (Chapters 2–5) goes up to the unification of Japan at the Battle of 
Sekigahara in 1600. Part II (Chapters 6–10) looks at the Edo period to 
the 1860s. Part III (Chapters 11–14) examines the Japanese Empire to the 
late 1920s. Part IV (Chapters 15–19) is about the Asia-Pacific War. And 
Part V (Chapters 20–23) considers war in the post-1945 era, from sto-
ries connected to the contemporary military (Japan Self-Defense Forces) 
through to fantasy/futuristic war. Finally, the conclusions draw together 
the main arguments and identify seven key patterns of war-related (con-
tents) tourism.

As is customary in books about Japan, names are rendered in the 
Japanese order – family name followed by given name. Macrons indicate 
long vowel sounds but are omitted when there is a common English 
spelling without them, e.g. Tokyo.

Finally, the authors have prepared an online appendix to be used in 
conjunction with this open access publication. Much of the evidence for 
contents tourism exists online in the form of blogs, videos, tourism web-
sites, and other such materials. Selected links relating to all the chapters 
may be accessed from:
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Yamamura Takayoshi: https://yamamuratakayoshi .com /en /publica-
tions -list/

Philip Seaton: https://philipseaton .net /research /books/
Access to all online resources in chapter reference lists was confirmed 

on 10 October 2021.
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When periods or eras are mentioned in the text, they refer to the follow-
ing year spans. The history of Japan comprises three concurrent histories 
that finally converge in 1869–1879:

 1. The history of ‘central Japan’, namely Honshu (except for Tohoku), 
Shikoku, and northern Kyushu.

 2. ‘Northern history’ (hoppōshi) centred on northern Honshu, 
Hokkaido (known before 1869 as Ezo by Japanese and as Yaunmosir 
by Ainu), and the Okhotsk Sea.

 3. Ryukyu history (now Okinawa).

Jomon period (early hunter-gatherer period):  pre-ca. 300 BC
Mythical ascension of Emperor Jimmu:  660 BC
Yayoi period (introduction of rice culture):  ca. 300 BC–300 AD
Kofun period (burial mounds of kings):  250–538
Asuka period:  538–710
Nara period (capital in Nara):  710–794
Heian period (capital in Kyoto):  794–1185

War between the Mongol Empire and the Ainu:  1264–1308
Kamakura period (capital in Kamakura):  1185–1333
Kemmu restoration (overthrow of Kamakura  

government): 1333–1336
Ashikaga (Muromachi) period (government returns  

to Kyoto): 1336–1573
Northern and Southern Courts period (competing  

imperial courts): 1337–1392
Wajin (Japanese) presence established in  

Yaunmosir: by the fifteenth century
Unification of the Ryukyu Kingdom  

(Shō Dynasty):  1429

Periods of Japanese history



xviii  Periods of Japanese history

Sengoku period (Warring States period):  1467–1590
Azuchi-Momoyama period (culmination of central 

Japan’s unification):  1573–1603
Early Modern period (from Azuchi-Momoyama to  

Edo periods):  1573–1868
Edo period (period of the Tokugawa shogunate):  1603–1868

Matsumae clan trade monopoly in  
Ezo/Yaunmosir: 1604–1799, 1821–1855

Satsuma invasion of the Ryukyu Kingdom:  1609
Bakumatsu period (end of the shogunate):  1853–1868

Tokugawa shogunate direct rule of Ezo:  1799–1821, 1855–1869
Meiji period (reign of Emperor Meiji):  1868–1912

Annexation of Hokkaido:  1869
Annexation of Okinawa (Ryukyu Disposition): 1879

Taisho period (reign of Emperor Taisho):  1912–1926
Showa period (reign of Emperor Hirohito):  1926–1989
Postwar era:  1945–
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